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Technical Rider 

SIGNS, BANNERS, ETC 

Purchaser agrees that there will be no signs, placards, banners or other commercial 

advertising on or near the stage during the entire performance; nor shall the Artist’s appearance 

be sponsored (or in any other 

way tied to) any commercial product or company without the prior written consent the 

Artist. Further, it is understood that general sponsorships may be in place with either the venue 

or the Purchaser’s concert series. While such sponsorships are common, Purchaser must take care 

to adequately distance the Artist from any appearance of  complicity with the sponsor or its 

product unless otherwise agreed to in writing prior to the show being put on sale. 

STAGE / RISERS 

All outdoor stages must have protective, covered roof, sufficiently strong enough to 

withstand the most severe weather possible. The roof  structure shall also be capable of  holding 

lights, flown from its trusses. The roof  must be large enough to protect all parts of  the stage. 

Purchaser shall have an adequate number of  tarps or supply Visqueen to cover all stage 

equipment in the event of  inclement weather. 

SOUND 

A. Artist requires a minimum of  (2) hours for sound check. 

B. Security must clear all non-essential people from seating/backstage area in such a 

manner as to 

satisfy Owner. 

C. Under no circumstances shall the audience be admitted inside the venue until sound 

check is 

completed and Artist are out of  visual contact. 

BACKLINE 
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Artist will need backline gear for shows outside of  California. See Stage Plot. 

SECURITY 

A. Purchaser must provide adequate security within the backstage area. Purchaser agrees to 

accept full responsibility for security of  all equipment and personnel connected with the Melanie 

Fernandez IX Show. This includes equipment belonging to contractors working or indirectly for 

Artist. 

B. In order that Artist may present this act to the best of  his ability, it is expressly 

understood that no person(s) be allowed on stage during Artist’s performance, except those 

persons directly connected with the performance of  the show. Artist reserves the right to ask any 

person not directly connected to the show (as hereafter mentioned) to leave the stage area 

immediately and Purchaser will arrange for such request to be complied with immediately. 

C. Barricade-One (1) non-uniformed security guards to be stationed in barricade in front 

of  the stage. 

D. Owner must meet with Security Director one (1) hour prior to opening of  doors. 

E. On engagements where two (2) or more nights are performances , Purchaser agrees to 

provide 

overnight security. The purchaser will take responsibility for, an out of  his own pocket, 

payments for any and all equipment that may be missing due to theft, malicious damage or acts 

of  God, out of  his own pocket, insurance coverage to the value of  the equipment left on the 

premises overnight. 

RECORDING 

A. No recording, either radio or visual, may be made of  this performance by any method 

whatsoever without written consent of  the Artist; 

B. No transmission of  broadcast by radio, television, closed circuit, direct wire, film or any 

other method whatsoever may be made without written consent by Artist; 

C. Purchaser agrees that he will not authorize any such recording and will deny entrance to 

any persons carrying tape or video recording devices. Thus, without limiting in any way the 

generality of  the foregoing prohibition, it is understood that the denial of  entrance shall include 

members of  the audience, Press and Purchaser’s staff. In the case of  the Press, approval must be 

secured from the Owner at least one (1) hour prior to show time; 
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D. Purchaser agrees to post signs at all entrances reading “NO CAMERAS OR TAPE 

RECORDERS ALLOWED ON PREMISES.” Purchaser will be obligated to conduct whatever 

searches are necessary and permissible, under local laws upon the public’s entrance to the venue 

in order to enforce this provision. 

STORAGE AREA 

Please have the load-in area and backstage area free of  house equipment, dumpsters, etc. to 

allow for storage of  Artist’s dollies, cases, spare equipment, etc. The storage area should be in a 

secure area as close as possible to the load-in area. 

BACKSTAGE ACCOMMODATIONS 

All rooms are to be lockable, keys for which are to be delivered to Owner once the rooms 

have been cleaned and stocked with condiments, beverage, etc. 

ARTIST DRESSING ROOMS 

These are for Artist’s exclusive use and should be stocked and ready one (1) hour prior to 

doors. Each room should contain two (2) 117v, 50/60 Hz., 20 Amps, AC power outlets, one (1) 

full length mirror, two (2) ironing boards and two (2) irons, clothes rack, a sofa, chairs, tables, 

lamps, fully lined trash cans and bathroom facilities. 

These rooms must be cleaned and sanitized before Artist’s arrival, services throughout the 

day, and kept at a comfortable room temperature. 

One (1) room is required to be occupied by five (5) people, and should be labeled as 

“Melanie Fernandez IX”. 

HOSPITALITY/CATERING 

Caterer is responsible for keeping beverages fresh, well stocked and iced. Caterer must keep 

on hand an adequate supply of  cold and hot cups, utensils, napkins, condiments of  all sorts and 

all other ancillary items necessary throughout the day. Catering is divided into five sections, 

encompassing load in, dressing rooms, dinner, stage drinks and after show. 

LOAD-IN 

If  load-in starts before 2:00PM, please provide sandwiches or pizza for five (5) persons, as 

well as the following beverages: 

One (1) case of  Crystal Geyser water in 1⁄2 liter bottles Hot coffee/ Hot tea 

One (1) case of  assorted sodas and juices 
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DRESSING ROOMS 

Please have the following items set up in the dressing room at sound check time. All 

beverages are to be kept iced throughout the evening, and any spoilable food should be kept 

covered and/or refrigerated whenever the band is not in the venue. 

Two (2) quarts of  premium orange juice (Tropicana Homestyle) One (1) case of  assorted 

Odwalla juices  

One half  (1/2) case of  assorted sodas (Pepsi, 7-up, etc.) 

Two (2) cases of  Crystal Geyser water in 1⁄2 liter bottles 

Fresh Cashews, pistachios & other assorted nuts – not Planter’s mixed nuts can Assorted 

pastries, biscuits and snacks 

DINNER 

An acceptable alternative, should a fresh, hot meal present logistical problems, is a Dinner 

Buyout for the entire entourage. Please see contract. 

BILLING 

Artist shall receive 100% sole headline billing in all print media, radio and television 

advertising, marquees, flyers, programs, displays and any other form of  promotion or advertising 

for this event. 
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                               Stage Plot  
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